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SUMMARY

An experimental investigs,tion of turbojet-engine performance with
several configurateions of interacting multiple-lq controls was con-
ducted to determine the mode of control required for obtaining optimwn

. rotor speed and turbine-discharge temperature transient response charac-
teristics during (1) thrust increase and (2) afterburner i~ition by ma-
nipulation of engine fuel flow and exhaust-nozzle area. The engine op-

. erattig point chosen for examining the control systems was near the
ratcd-thrust level.

q Effective increases h engine thrust were obtained by rapidly open-
~ ing the nozzle area while simultaneously increasing engine fuel flow.

Following the afterburner ignition, opening the nozzle area rapidly while
holding an essentially canstant engine fuel flow practically eliminated
canpressor surge tendencies. Good engine transient performance charac-
teristics were obtained with a ccmtrol system in which engtie speed was
controlled by manipulation of exhaust-nozzle area and turbine-dischsrge
temperature was controlled by ~ipulation of engine fuel flow.

An alteraate ccmtrol system, which gives acceptable although more
oscillatory trsnsient responses, waa the double-loop configuration in
which speed was controlled by manipulation of engine fuel flow, turbtie-
discharge temperature was controlled by manipulation of exhaust-nozzle
area, and a nordnteraction gaim term was incorporated from the speed to
the temperature control loops.

lm!RoDucTIm

The demand for more exacting engine trsasient performance chsx’ac-
. teristics has emphasized the importace of a fast-acttng vsriable-=ea

exhaust nozzle and its function as a primary controlling pamuneter.
During normal engine operation a modulating exhaust nozzle may be used

. to advautage by allmdng a rapid thrust increase, maximm thrust at
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various engine operating conditions, or the best specific fuel consump- .
tion at different power levels. Further, the application of afterbuming
to the turbojet engine implicitly requires the use end control of a
variable-srea exhaust nozzle. This report investietes some of thb modes
of closed-leap controls that are possible by manipulation of the two in-
dependent engine variables, engine fuel flow and exhaust-nozzle area.

Two of the turbojet-engine output variables, rotor speed and
turbine-dischargetemperature, must be limited or controlled to prevent g
engine surge, failure, or dsmage; overspeed or overtemperature conditions a
may result when uperating the engine near the rated-thrust level. Con-
sequent) various multiple-loop linear control systems were examined

—

for optimizing the speed end temperature transient respcm.sesduring (1)
the transition frcm a lower to a higher thrust levelby simultaneously
call.tigfor step increases in set rotor speed and set turbine-discharge
temperature and (2) a simulated afterburner i~iti~. The control prob-
lems encountered during starting sad acceleration from idle and cruise
conditions were not ccmsidered.

W preparaticm for the multiple-loop-control studies contained
herein} canprehensive experimental investigationswere made to define
the specific nature of stigle-loop controls m a turbojet engine. In
particular, the speed-area, speed - fuel-flow, temperature-area, and
temperature - fuel-flow control lmps”were exsmined individually, cmd
the results are presented in references 1 and 2. The engine apparatus,
instrumentationmethcds, end control techniques devel~ed dwtig these

.

.

tivestigationsare utilized in the present &perim=ntfi study. -

APPARATUS

Engine

The control tests were conducted on’s turbojet engine that incor-
porated a 13-stage sxial-flow ccm.upressor,vaporizing-type fuel injectors,
an annular-shaped cmibustor, a two-stage turbine, and a variable-area
exhaust nozzle. The engine was installed in a sea-level static test
ce~.

Fuel System

The original fuel system of the enginej with the exception of the
manifold and fluw dividers, was replaced tith a research facility fuel
control described in reference 3. The fuel control ccmsisted of a

.

reducing-type differential pressure regulator that maintained a constemt
pressure drop across the throttle valve and an electrohydraulic servo .
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system to vary the throttle-valve positim. The resulting fuel flow was
. proportional to the throttle-valve positim.

Frequency response data show that the throttle-valve position in
relation to the input si@al had an smpli.tuderesponse essentially flat
to beyond 10 cycles per seccmd and a dead time of approximately 0.005
second.

Exhaust Nozzle

me variable e-ust nozzlej described fully in references 1 and 2,
was designed to give good frequency response characteristics; the thrust
coefficient with this nozzle, however} waa low.

The nozzle-area variation obtained was 73 to ld3 percent of rated
area. Steady-state area variation was nearly linear with input signal
to the electrohyttcaulicpower system; frequency respcmse characteristics
of the nozzle-area mechanism from reference 1 are shown in figure 1.

.

.M

% INSTRUMENTATION
e“
y Engine Speed
&

A measure of inst=taneous engine speed was obtatiedwith a maaetic
pickup smd a electronic circuit that ccmvetied the frequency signal to
a direct-current signal proportimal. to the mmiber of voltage pulses per
unit the. The magnetic pickup was mounted in the compressor housing
~osite steel rotor blades. The electronic circuit had no measurable
dynamics in the frequency range of interest.

tual

were
were

For steady-state speed measurement, a digital counter displayed ac-
engine speed.

Tailpfpe Temperature

Four rakes, each consisting of fu Chromel-AJ-umelthermocouples~
used for measurtig trsnsient tailpipe gas teqerature. The rakes
lccated around the periphery of the tailpipe in order to obtain a

representative cross-sectional.temperature.

As a compromise between fast response and durability, 22-gage wire
was used for these thermocouples which gave a thermocouple time constant.
of approximately 0.30 secmd in the region of engine operation selected
for the cmtrol study.

.
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Thermocouples on two additional rakes, similar to the ones used for
transient measurement, were connected to a self-balancing potentiometer
for steady-state temperature measurements.

Fuel Flow

A linear differential transformer connected to the throttle valve
gave a signal indicative of fuel flow during transients.

Steady-state fuel-flow measurements were obtained with a rotameter.

Exhaust Nozzle

A rotary differential transformer cmnected to the sz’eamechanism
gave a signal indicative of the effective area during tremsients.

Steady-state area measurements were indicated on a precision meter
that measured the voltage on the arm of a linear wire-wound potentiom-
eter connected to the mec-ism.

.

.

.

.
Recording Equipment

Transient data were recorded on a direct-writing six-channel oscfl-
lographic recorder. The recorder pens, when used with equalizing ampli-
fiers, had a frequency respcnse essentially flat to 100 cycles per sec-
ond. A recorder chart speed of 25 milltiters per second was used (0.2
sec per division).

Analog Ccmputtig Equipment

Circuits for calculating time integrals of the sqwe of the speed
errors end temperature errors were set up by using line= and nonlinear
elements of an electronic analog computer. .The proportional-pluS-
integral ccmtroller elements of the closed-loop configurations were also
obtained with the ccmputer.

CONTROL SYSTEMS

When rotor speed end turbine-discharge temperature are the control-
led parameters, two basic double-leap control systems can be utilized on
a turbojet engine since both paramters are functims of engine fuel flow .
and exhaust-nozzle area. Each of the basic control systems (1) speed-

.
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area, temperature - fuel-flow and (2) speed - fuel-flow, temperature-area
with certain mdificat ions is studied in this report in order to deter-

.. mine the engine stability snd transient response characteristics.

The process of Control may be visualized as ccapdting the rotor
speed sad turbtie-dischargetemperature error signals and correcting

( $)* ‘w
with proportional-plus-fntegral controller actim K 1 +

symbols are defined h appendix A.) The resulting si“~als kre then
applied to the control servos to vary nozzle area and engine fuel flow
simultemeousl.yuntil the speed and temperature errors became zero.

Ih the two basic turbojet-engine control systems, engine titeraction
exists between the controlled vhriables and may be favorable or unfavor-
able to the over-all system transient characteristics. b order to par-
tially compensate for the engiue interaction effects with the intent of
improving system performance, gain term elements were added between the
forward paths of the control loops and were adjusted until the engine in-
teraction was mhimized. Further discussion of noninteraction control
theory is presented in references 4 and 5..

.

. Speed-Area =d !lkm.rperatuz%- Fuel-Flow Control Systems

A diagram of the speed-area, tempemture - fuel-flow control system
with nontiteracticm gain terms is shown in figure 2(a). The action of
the basic configuration was exsmined with (1) no compensation, (2) speed -
fuel-flow compensation through the ~ t gab term, and (3) temperature-

/
area compensation through the K@ gain term.

Speed - Fuel-Flow, Temperature-Area Ccmtrol Sywtems

Similarly, a diagrsm of the speed - fuel-flow, temperature-area con-
trol systems with noninteraetion ga~ terns is shown in figure 2(b). The
action of the basic ccmfiguration was examhed with (1] no c

T
ensation,

(2) speed-area compensaticm throu@ the I&it gain term, ~d 3)

temperate - fuel-flow ca?.rpensationthrough the ~~n gati term.

The block diagrsm and response equations for these double-loop con-
trol configurations exe discussed in appendix B. The dynamic character-
istics of all the system components in the block diagram were obtained
from sinusoidal frequency resmnse data presented In references 1 and 2
and, for convenience, are tabulated in table 1.

.

.
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PROCEDURE

Thrust bcrease study
“,

The testing prqedure consisted of applying simultaneous step in-
puts in set speed end temperature to the control systems shown h figure $
2 smd recording the responses of engtne variables as a fumction of con- ol
troller gains, controller time constants, and noninteraction gain. Time
inte~als of the square of speed end temperature errors were also taken
to gage the trsmsient performance of the system.

The initid and final engine steady-state operating levels are in-
dicated by potits A end B, respectively, on the engine operating map in
figure 3. The steps taken were +3.O percent of rated speed end +6.2
percent of rated temperature from the initial operattig levels of 94-
percent rated speed (rpm) and 85.4-percent rated temperature (%). These
steps resulted in steady-state changes of +13.O percent of rated fuel
flow (lb/br) and -1.33 psrcent of rated exhaust-nozzle area (sq in.) for
engine operaticm at the new thrust level.

.
Stability studies were mgulem two control systems by determining

the controller settings required to cause system instability snd veri-
fying these settings
references 1 and 2.
ti appendix B.

A procedure for
afterburner ignition
compressor-discharge

~th ~inusoidal frequency response data given b .

The results of the stability studies are presented

Afterburner I~it ion Study

simulating the pressure buildup accompanying an
was used to obtain speed, temperature, md
pressure transients that would result from an in-

stantaneous titerburner ignition. This procedure consisted of titro-
ducing a step signal directly to the area servo, which caused em imne-
diate partisl C1OSing of the exhaust-nozz~e area. The control system
then brought the speed end temperature vs&iables back to their orig~al
values by manipulation of the engine fuel flow and exhaust nozzle.

The disturbance normally encountered during an actual afterburner
ignition is equivalent to a decrease in the nozzle area of approximately
40 percent of rated at static sea-level conditions. Stice this is a
severe disturbance, a decrease h the exhaust-nozzle area of only 10 per-
cent of rated was chosen to facilitate the study of the engine trsmsient
performance with a large number of controller settings h the various
control configuratims.

.

The testing procedure for exsmining control action in response to
a simulated afterburner ignition consisted of adJusting the contro3hr .-
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w“ gain settings to obtain the best trsusient characteristics; the control-
ler integrator settings and the nontiteraction gain values chosen for
the thrust.increase study were held constant for this part of the
investigation.

RESULTS AND DlXCUSSIC8i

McreastigEngine Thrust by Simultaneously bcreasing Operating

Levels of Rotor Speed and Turbine-Discharge Temperature

Trsmsient performance criterion. - Adjustment of the system control-
ler settings suggests the use of an integral performance criterion to
minimize the areas under the system response curves and to aid in ccm-
psring the behavior of the varimw control confi~ations. Of the mini-
mizing integral criteria available for evaluating trmsient respmses,
the integral of the error squared was selected for this study..

In order to optimize the system transients, the closed-loop step
. response data were analyzed to define the actual performsme of the sys-

tem h terms of transient overshoots and solution times. The controlled
system for tiich the overshoots and solution times were Jointly minimized
is herein defined as optimum.

Speed-area, temperature - fuel-fluw control system with no compen-
sation. - h reference again to the block diagrsm in figure 2(aj, simul-
taneous step increases in set speed snd temperature, +dNs and +ATs,
were applied to the control loops. With the noninteraction @ns $@

‘d %/n reduced to zero, the proportional and titegrator settings in

both c&troll.ers were adjusted to achieve the best
transient responses.

In order to determine the opt- ctiination

(
in the proportional-plus-integralccmtrollers K 1

speed and temperature

of integrator settings

)
+~ , the envelopes

Ts
of a series of plots similar to the me shown in-figure”4(a) me summa-
rized in figure 4(d). In the summary plot the minimum temperature per-

formance integral.JT~ is plotted against the speed performance inte-

gral f% for several ccmibtiationsof controller integrator settings.

Before deciding upon the optimum controller integrator settings, it is
● desirable to examine one of the performance integral plots in detail.

ti figure 4(a), curves of temperature performance integrals ~~.
plotted against the speed performance integrals ~~ are shown as lines
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of constant speed controller gain ~ and lines of constant temperature

controller gati ~ for integrator settings of ‘rn= ~t = 0.50 second.

The significance of the integral performnce plots becomes apparent by
examining the slopes sad ndnimizdg tendencJes of the curves. With 10W

speed and temperature controller gain sett@s, ~ = 1.0 and ~ = 0.0625,

poor responses are realized in both output parameters as indicated by the

large yT~ md ~N~ values. Proceeding”along the constant ~ = 1.0

line by progressively incre~ing the ~ value, both performance inte-

grals decrease until the temperature response optimizes at a ~ value

of 0.100. The diagonal slopes of the constant ~ lines sre due to in-

teraction within the engine between the temperature and speed loops. In-
creasing the temperature-loop gain increases the engine fuel flow during
the transient which permits a faster engine acceleration and a corres-

pending decrease @ ~~~. In an attempt to decrease the ~N~ still

further, the speed-area controller gain ~ was continually increased

until the entire performance grid was obtq~ed. While increasing ~

to lower the speed performance integral, a slight sacrifice is made in
temperature perfarmance as indicated by the negative slopes of the con-
stant Q lines. It follows that the interaction effects of nozzle-area

movement are unfavorable to temperature response. ~ order to establish
the lowest performance integral values for,a given cotiination of con-
troller integrator settings, a curve may be drawn connecting the minti
temperature integrals for each value of speed controller gain setting.
For these curves of rn = ~t = 0.50 second, the envelope of the plot is

.-

u

—

.

--

—

nearly the constant ~ line of 0.100.

A series of shilar envelope curves are shown in
various integrator settings. From this summary plot,
boundary conditions can be shown to exist for optimum

0.50< Tn <1.0

and

0.50< ‘Gt<1.0

Also, for optimum temperature responses:

0.25 < rn < 0.50

and

figure 4(d) for
the fOllowing
speed response:

0.50< -ct <1.0
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It may be concluded from these
tional gain sane integral action is
obtaining optimum output responses.

9

results that in addition to propor-
also required in the centroller for
At the engine thrust level chosen

for this tivestigation, the engine time constant was linearized at 0.83
second. Theminimum controller integrator settings required for these
operating conditions were 0.25 second in the speed-area loop snd 0.50 sec-
ond in the temperature - fuel-flow loop.

~ order to verify the use of the error sqyared integral minimum as
a satisfactory methcd for deten.nintigthe optimum integrator settings,
the engine transient response traces were analyzed for percent overshoot
and 10-percent settle-out times. The optimmm integrator setttigs deter-
mined with the tram ient data were in good agreement with those deter-
mined from the integral criterion.

A region of satisfactory transient responses may be established by
minimizing both the speed and temperature perfonnsnce integrals. Speed
and temperature trsnsient analysis data are plotted for such a case in
figures 4(b] smd (c). The portion of the perlorm.uce integral grid ex-
smined in these figures is bounded by a speed controller gain of greater
than 2.0 ~d a taperature controller gain of approximately 0.075 to
0.100. Controller gain h the speed-srea loop was not increased beyond
8.0 to prevent erratic area mov~nts caused by the noise content of the
speed signal. Considerable information cm be detained from these plots
and also fran oscillographic recordings representative of actual engine
performance (figs. 4(e) and (h)]. These transient recordings are located
on the transient data plots (f3-$s.4(b) and (c)) by solid symibols.

The trsnsient recordings show rotor speed error and indicated
turbine-dischsrge temperature-error responses together with fuel-flow
snd exhaust-nozzle-area changes. The increas@ and opening directions
are indicated by arrows and plus signs. Sensitivities-
cent of rated engine values per millimeter. Transient
percent settle-out thne are defined cm the speed-error
4(e).

Figure 4(e) shows the system perfomnance with low

are noted in per-
overshoti and 10-
trace in figure

centroller gains
in both the speed-area ad t~erature - fuel-flow loops. The step dis-
turbances in set speed and temperature appear in the error traces aa
tiediat e positive error signals. Fuel flow increases according to the
proportional-plus-integral controller action while the exhaust-nozzle
area momentarily limits at the maximmn preset value. These conditions
are ideal for fast rotor acceleration which takes place after the relat-
ively short speed-area dead t3me (O.021 see). A considerable time delay,
however, is observed before the 5ndicated temperature begins to increase.
This delay is due to an opening of the nozzle area, tending to lower tem-
perature, the dead times associated with fud–f low transport and conibus-
tion (O.083 sec), and the themnocouple tim constant (O.30 sec). Because
of the delsyed temperature response there is u excess quantity of engime
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fuel flow, which
troller settings

Figure 4(f)

makes the adjustment of the temperature - fuel-flow non-
critical for obtaining optimum system perfomsmce.

‘k

shows the engine performame obtained with a high speed-
area loop gab and a low gain sett-tigin the temperature - fuel-flow-con-
troller. Increasing the speed-area gaim,improved speed performance by

.-

decreastig overshoot smd solution time; temperature response remained es-
Sentially the same. It should be noted that with a limited nozzle-area
excursion, the speed response was improved substantiallyby tightentig
the cantrol in the speed-erea loop. To increase the rate of rotor accel- ~
eration further, additional energy must be supplied to the system by in- Oa
cressing the temperature controller gain, which causes greater fuel-flow
changes as shown in figures 4(g) and (h). Both loops sre operated with
a high controller gain in figure 4(g) and show the temperature response
to be oscillatory. This trace shows the ability of a fast-acting nozzle-
emea mechanism to control speed in the presence of a fluctuating engine
fuel flow.

Figures 4(b) and (c) show the speed and temperature performance 4
characteristics.forvarious values of controller gain settings. Plots
of this tyye me useful in uptimizing the transient behavior of the con-
trolled parameters and in predicting the rsnge over which the controller *
gains may be varied without sacrificing system performance. The curves
appear as constant B& and ~ lines similar to those in the perform-

ance integral.plots.

Figure 4(b) shows that, for a constant ~ value, increasing the

speed controller gain ~ improves the speed performance by lowering
overshoot md reductig solution time. The presence of control-loop in-
teraction is evidenced by the spacing between the lines of constant tem-
perature controller gains ~. The major interaction effect of increas-

ing ~ is to increase speed overshoot which is in part due to a larger

initial engine fuel-flow burst. A nonlinear effect is introduced into
the control configurateion during the early part of the transient because
of the ltiittig nozzle area. The interactionbetween fuel flow and en-
gine speed would be decidedly less than that observed if the-area were
fully modulating following the disturbance.

The temperature performance plot (fig. 4(c)) shows that, with a low
temperature controller ga~ setting, the lties of ccmstant K& converge

and nozzle-area interaction is reduced to a minimum. Adjustment of ~,

however, is critical because temperature overshoot &d settle-out tti
increase with temperature-loop gain. .

The single-loop engine ccmtrol studies point out that the speed-area
control loop is inherently stable over a large range of loop gatis. This “
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fact becomes a practical design feature when cmsidering multiple-loop
control configurations and the permissible latitude of controller adjust-
ment. Since indicated turbine-dischsrge tanperature in relatively insen-
sitive to nozzle-area changes, coupled with the fact that rotor speed
performance centhues to improve with an increasing speed-srea loop gain,
the use of a fast-acting nozzle area controlled tith a speed-error sigaal
is recommended.

Using the trsmsient analysis data plots and cmparing the system
performance characteristics shown in oscallographic tr~es permit a
choice of controller gain settings to be made for optimum speed and t~-
perature responses. Such a choice is shown in figure 4(h} h which a
high speed-area controller gain is employed with an intermediate value
of temperature - fuel-flow controller gain.

A study of the stability characteristics for this control system is
presented in appendix B. The results show that the canponents in the
temperature - fuel-flow control path are critical for determining system
stability.

Speed-area, temperature - fuel-flow control system with speed -
fuel-flq cmupensation. - h the integral performance plot for the basi~
double-loop system (fig. 4(a)), engtie interaction was shown to be slightly
unfavorable to temperature performance. In order to mintiize the effects
of this titeraction, a gain term was connected between the forward paths
of the two loops (ga~ ~/t in fig. Z(a)) and was adjusted to give the

least temperature deviation for a me in set speed. The control mcd-
ification caused an additional increase in engine fuel flow to cancel the
effects of an opening exhaust-nozzle area on tub ine-discharge temperature.

The integral performsmce and transient amd.ysis data curves fw this
control configuration are presented in figures S(a) to (c). The slopes
of the constant ~ lines in the inte~al plot indicate that by adding

the speed - fuel-flow compensation term to the basic system the temper-
ature and speed performance integrals are both @roved by increas@
the speed-area loop gain. Similarly, the performance integrals are im-
proved by increasing the temperature - fuel-flw loop gain.

The transient performance curves in figures S(b) and (c) show the
region m the inte~al plot bounded by a ~ geater than 2.0 and a ~

of approximately 0.050 to 0.070. In choosing the optimum controller gati
settings from these plots, it is necessary to ccmprmise the speed and
temperature settle-out times which appesz to be mainly a function of ~.

The ~ setting has relatively less effect on speed response and may be

adjusted to minimize the temperature overshoot.
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In order to compare the results of using a high or low value of
s eed-area loop gain, two oscillographictraces are presented h figures
f5 d) and (e). The temperature - fuel-flow controller gain setting was
nearly an optimum value for both of these response traces. Zn figure
5(d) excellent speed response characteristics sre realized with a high
K& value; the temperature response, however, is shown to be oscillatory,

Decreasing the speed-area loop gain to a lower value @oses a slight
sacrifice an the speed solution time, but, as shown in figure 5(e), the
temperature trensient response is considerably improved.

Speed-area, temperature - fuel-flow control system with temperature-
area ccmpensation. - With this control system an attempt was made to par-
tially compensate for the effects of aa engine fuel-flow change on speed
response by simultsmeouslymanipulating the nozzle area. The-compen~a-
tion afforded by the gain tezm,was not completely satisfactorybecause
of the differences in the speed-to-area and speed-to-fuel-flow dead
tties.

The integral performance criteria emd transient analysis data curves
for this system are presented in figures 6(a] to (c). Examination of the
integral curves for the two disturbances indicate that the temperature-
area gain term was most effective for a ~ value of approximately 2.0.

Thcreasing or decreasing the speed-area loop gain about this value re-
sulted h a fuel-flow - speed interaction as shown by the sloping of the
lines of constent-speed controller gabs.

The transient perfozmmnce curves in figure 6(b) and (c) show the
speed response characteristics to be essentially the ssme as those ob-
tained with the basic double-loop configuration. Temperature performance
is excellent when the system is operated at a low ~, but speed response
is poor. AS ~ is increased, temperate solution t= md overshoot

increase (fig. 6(c)).

The opposing nature of the two signals controlling the movement of
the exhaust-nozzle axea explains the abrupt chsage in the lines of con-
stant ~ shown in figure 6(c). With ~ < 2.0, the temperature-sx’ea

signal causes an initial closing of the nozzle exea which favors the tem-
perature response at the expense of speed soluticm time and overshoot.
With ~ > 2.0, the speed error beccmes the predmnhating signal and

causes an Mitial opentig of the area following the input disturbances.

An oscill.ographictrace representative of engine performance is pre-
sented in figure 6(d). Introductig the dmnil.taneousstep input commands

causes fuel flow to increase and nozzle area to open. Close exandnation
of the traces reveals that the magnitude of the speed-=ea signal com-
pletely obscures the temperature-area signal in manipulating the nozzle
area.

.

u–

S
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Speed - fuel-flow, temperature-area control system with no compen-
* sation. - b the present section of the report transient performance

with the second type of double-loup control is exsmined. The control-
system block diagram is shown in figure 2(b) in which speed is controlled
by manipulation of fuel flow and temperature is controlled by manipula-
tion of exhaust-nozzle area. The noninteraction gain terms K@ and

~/n were set to zero.

The integral performmce criteria and trsnsient analysis data sre
plotted in figures 7(a) to (c). Compartig figure 7(a) with figures 4(a),
5(a), and 6(a) indicates unsatisfactory speed and temperature transient
characteristics. The factors contributing to the large ~rfonnmce in-
te~al values are lcmg speed solution times and extrems ternerature over-

7shoots which are shown by the curves in figures 7(b) and (c .

An oscillographic recording of engine performance with this control
system is presented in figure 7(d). An appreciable delay in rota accel-
eratim occurs which permits an excess smount of engine fuel flow snd

. results in extreme overtemperature.conditions.

Comparing the data for the two basic control systems leads to the
. cmclusion that nozzle-sma movement has a greater effect in controlltig

speed than in regulating temperature during the transients. This fact
suggests that a speed-area compensation should he imcluded im the speed -
fuel-flow, temperature-area cmxtrol configuraticm to improve the speed
performance and, indirectly, to improve temperature transient character-
istics. The compensation would cause an initial opening of the nozzle
sxea ad permit the rotor to accelerate faster which would reduce the
net quantity of engine fuel flow. The results of this modification to
the basic double-loop ccmfiguraticm are presented in the following
section.

Speed - fuel-flow, temperature-area cmtrol system tith speed-area
Compensation. - With the speed-area nminteract ion gaim term adjusted to
give the least temperature deviation for a small step change in set
~peed, +~s and ‘&3T9 input disturbances were applied to the control

loops to obtain the minimum integral curves presented in figure 8(a).
Fran the curves it may be concluded that controller inte~at or action
of Tn = 0.50 second or greater snd ‘rt= 0.25 seccmd or greater is re-

quired for minimizing the speed and temperature performance integxals.
Of specisl interest are the minimm criteria values Which imply that the
transient characteristics for this control are directly comparable with
those obtained with the speed-area, temperature - fuel-flow controls.

●

The integral performancee criteria snd transient anslysis data are
plotted for contro~er time constads of Tn = 0.50 second and rt = 0.25

.
second in figures 8(b) smd (c). The slopes of the constant ~ snd ~
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lines in the integral plot indicate the presence of engine interaction
between the control loops. The physical nature of the titeraction ef-

—
.

fects is best Illustrated in the transient data plots which show speed
overshoot and soluticm time to incresse with an increasing ~ and tem-

—

perature solution time to decrease with an increasing ~. Speed and
temperature overshoot and solution time ticrease rapidly with ~ >0.30.
Increasing ~ beyond 2.0 resulted in an oscillato~ engine fuel flow

—

and umderdsmped transient responses. The-stability characteristics F-W :
this control system are examined in appendix B. ..1

G
Oscillographie recordtigs representative of engine performance are

presented in figures 8(e) to (g). The traces show the effect of pro-
—

gressively increasing the temperature-area controller gain setting on
the time histories of the various engine parameters. With a low ~

value (fig. 8(e)) the area and fuel-valve servos move h a manner to
favor the speed response; tmj?erdureJ h~e=r~ is sl~ to reach st@Y-

state solution time. Increasing the ~ gain setting (fig. 8(f))
tightens the temperature-area control and improves the temperature re- 4“
sponse. Increasing the K+ gati setting.still ftiher (fig. 8(g))

shows the effect of the two opposing error signals in controlling the
area movement. Both speed and temperature overshoots are higher, and

.—

the system shows an increased tendency to oscillate. The operating con-
ditions for the performance characteristics shown in figure 8(f) were
chosen as optimum.

—

Speed - fuel-flow, temperature-area control system with temperature -
fuel-flow compensation. - The speed and temperature integral erformance

7criteria and transient analysis data are plotted in figures 9 a) and (b).
The grid network location on the integral,ymformance plot implies that
addtig the temperature - fuel-flow noninteraction gain term to the basic
control (fig. 7(a)} @roves temperature performance but causes a sacri- -
fice in speed response. The overshoot and 10-~rcent solution ttie

—

curves show that temperature overshoot was substantially lowered, while
speed solution time was slightly ticreased.

~ oscilLo-graphic.recording of engtie perfo~ce.with this CQtTOl
is presented in figure 9(c). Following the initial +LWs and +4Ws ti-

put camnandsj control action causes a closing of the nozzle area and a
large engine fuel-flow burst. The combination of these two actions _pro-
duces a hi@ temperature overshoot and an appreciable delay before

—

the engtie begins to accelerate. The pe~ormsnce characteristicswith
this control are very shnilar to the basic system with”the exception
that speed is slow in reaching the final steady-state value and that
there is virlnmll.yno speed overshoot.

.

.—
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(lxnparisonof control systems investigated. - A series of oscillo-9
&’aphic record~gs were compiled h fi~e 10 to ccmpare the optimum
performance characteristics for each of the control ccmfigurations in-
vestigated. The traces in the recordings were normalized and overlaid
on rectilinear coordinates to facilitate evaluating the transients and
servo movements.

For the specific control requirement of simultaneously increasing
the engine speed and temperature operating levels in the best msnner,
two control configurateions may be eliminated immediately on the basis
of the transients shown in figure 10(b). Overtemperature smd overspeed
conditions are evidenced by the transients for the speed - fuel-flow,
temperature-area control systems with no compensation and with temper-
ature - fuel-flaw compensation. Cmpsring the transients for the re-
maining four systems shows that all the responses”are very similar in
nature, except for discrete variatims in overshoot or solution time.
The similarities are due in part to the initial movements of the engine
fuel-valve and exhaust-nozzle-area servos aa shown in the ssme figures.

.

Very little clifference exists among the servo movements for the
speed-area, temperature - fuel-flow controls in figure 10(a). Ccmparing

. the curve in figure 10(b) for the speed - fuel-flow, temperature-area
control system with speed-area compensation to the traces in figure 10(a}
shows a reducticm in the maximum engine fuel flow snd a lesser nozzle-
srea movemsnt. The srea is required to open rapidly, but the closing
actia may be rate-limited. Transientwise, the net effect of these re-
duced servo motions is a longer speed soluticm time.

Simulated Afterburner Igniticm

Analysis of afterburner iwition data. - The control acticriof the
multiple-loop configurationswas investigated by observing rotor speed,
turbine-discharge temperature, and compressor-dischargepressure varia-
tions following the sim.lated afterburner ignition. The engine control
objectives were to reduce compressor surge tendencies and eMm.inate pos-
sible turbine blade dsmage by effectively manipulating engine fuel flow
and exhaust-nozzle”area.

Two types of plots were used to evaluate and ccmpare the speed and
temperature transients. In the first type, speed undershot snd temper-
ature overshoot were plotted for various values of controller gain set-
timgs. The performance criterion for these curves was to minimize the
variation of both output parameters.

*

The second approach used to evaluate the control systems was to pre-
dict compressor surge tendencies from curves of maxhum compressor-
discharge pressure deviation plotted against rotor speed undershocrtfor
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various values of controller gaim settings. These plots gave a qualita-
tive measure of compressor operation during the trsnsient as determined *

by engine steady-state data. Engine steady-state perfonnsace maps show
—

compressor-dischargepressure to decrease:with rotor speed to maintain
a certain canp-sor surge margm. This ~~t, when applied to the

—

afterburner transient data, served as a geperal performance criterion
for the control systems.

Speed-area, temperature - fuel-flow control systems. - The after-
burner transient data for the speed-area, temperature - fuel-flow basic “1

control configuration are presented in figures n(a) snd (b). C~es
.}

of rotor speed undershoot are plotted against speed controller gain s-et-
(——

tings h figure U.(a) for a high and a low value of temperature control-
ler gati. The smount of speed undershoot-is reduced by ticreasing the
speed controller gain setting and lowering the @n h the temperature -
fuel-flow loop. The presence of engine interaction causes a slight

—.-

separation in the lines of constant temper”atuicecontroller gain that is
due to a temperature increase following the disturbance.

.,.

The relatively passive effect of the temperature - fuel-flow cmtrol ●

loop on speed response may be explained by exsmintig the tidicated tem-
perature and fuel-valve oscil.lographictraces in figure 11(c). These m
traces illustrate optimum system performance with controller gain set-

—

tings of ~ =4.Oand ~ = 0.075. At the initial Commend the nozzle
area is instantemeouslydecreased to introduce the lead disturbance. The
nozzle area is moved back to the initial steady-state position by the
speed-area control action. The magnitude of the temperature deviation
following the load disturbance is barely sepsmable from the signal noise
leve1. Consequently, engine fuel flow re~ins essentially constant. .- -.

At this point, it is of interest to examine an oscillographic trace
illustrating unsatisfactory engine performance with this control system.
Figure n(d) shows adverse operating conditions resulting from a low Kn,
which causes the area to open slowly, snd a high E+, which prompts a
discernible decrease in engine fuel flow. A decreasing rotor speed and
a slowly opening area lead to increasing temperature conditions as indi-
cated by the traces. A possible disadvantage with this control config-
uration M a rate-limited vsriable nozzle srea mechsnism were used is

.

that overtemperatureconditions may cause engine fuel flow to decrease
to such a level that speed performance would be seriously affected.

A closer exsnination of the responses in the two figures reveals
that nesrly the entire control recovery action is due to the nozzle-area
movement since engine fuel flow remains practically constant. These
data suggest a simplified version of this control system for afterburner

c_

i~ition that would consist of a singl.e-lgopspeed-area control. —.
.
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In order to examine the speed - cmrpressor-dischargepressure rela-
. tion following the afterburner ignition, rotor speed undershoot was

plotted against maximum compressor-dischargepressure deviatim in fig-
ure I.l(b)for various values of controller gains. The constant ~ and

~ &idnetwork i~located inaregicm onthefigure inwhichccmpressor-
discharge pressure decreases with rotor speed. These curves indicate
that, although the possibility of compressor surge may not be entirely
eliminated, the engine operating conditions that favor compressor surge
are reduced to a minimum.

m

% The effects of addtig the speed - fuel-flow noninteraction gain term
to the basic control configuraticm were partiaIly investigated. The re-
sults showed that the noninteraction gain value used for the study was
not large enough to cause a substantial change in the performance of the
basic system. increasing the speed - fuel-flow noninteraction gati,
however, could serve as one method of canceling the temperature - fuel-
flow effect if the engtie were equipped with a rate-limited variable
nozzle area.

.

The effects of adding the temperature-area noninteraction gain term ~
were also investigated. The results showed that with this engine unit

~ the compensation si~ did not cause any marked difference h the per-
~ formance of the basic control system. With aa engine equipped with a

slower nozzle area, a greater temperature deviation would be experienced.
In this case, a temperature compensation signal would be influential in
controlling the area and, most likely, improving system performance.

Speed - fuel-flow, temperature-srea control systems. - The transient
performance criteria are plotted as a function of cmtroller gain set-
tings in figures 12(a) snd (b) for the three control configurations ti-
vestigated with the speed - fuel-flow, temperature-erea double-loop con-
trol system.

.

The temperature overshoot end speed undershoot curves (fig. 12(a))
show that overtemperature conditions present a major control problem. A
representative oscillographic trace of engine performance with the basic
control configuration is presented in figure 12(c). This trace KUus-
trates the ineffectiveness of the basic control h recovering the engine
from the disturbance as evidenced by the large speed and temperature
fluctuations. The control process may be visualized as the speed-error
si~al causing an increase in emgine fuel flow while the temperature
error is tending to open the nozzle area. An appreciable tti delay,
which is observed before the indicated temperature begins to increase,
permits the area to remati, in effect, uncontrolled for approximately
0.20 second. During this time, rotor speed continues to drop, and en-
gine fuel flow is increased accordingly. Engine interactim between
the control loops prcduces transient responses that are highly
oscillatory.
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An improvement in the temperature transient performance may be re-
alized by incorporating a temperature - fuel-flow nontnteraction gain
term h the basic control configurati~.

●

The action of the compensation
is to oppose the speed - fuel-flow si~l agd thereby r&tuce the initial

—

engtie fuel-flow burst following the disturbance. The curves in figuie
12(a) show that the temperature - fuel-flow modificatim reduces temper-
ature overshoot, but with a sacrifice in speed performance. An oscillo-
graphic trace for this system is presented in figure 12(d). Comparing
these traces with those h figure 12(c} shows that add~g the compensa-
tion eltiinates the oscillatory characteristics of the system and reduces ~
the variation in compressor-dischargepressure. Here it should be noted
that the outstanding differences smcmg the performances of these systems

m

and those exsmined ti the previous section lie, in particular, with the
slowly opening area and the dependence upon fuel flow for the engine
recovery.

The results of adding a speed-area nohinteraction gain term to the
basic system are shown h figure M(a). This modification, h addition
to reduchg the speed undershoot to a valw” that was canparable to that

P in the speed-area, temperature - fuel-flow mntrol systems, minimized .

the overtemperature conditions as well. The working action of the ccs.n-
pensation term my be observed by studying the oscillographictraces b
figure 12(e). The speed-error signal cauges an engtie fuel-flow burst

6

and a rapidly opening nozzle area. Performancewise, the temperature
overshoot obtatied herein is not objectionable,but speed response is
oscillatory snd, consequently, undesirable. Comparing the curves h
this figure with those in figure U(C) for the speed-area, temperature -
fuel-flow control system shows that the engine can be adequately recov-
ered from the disturbance without the aid of an increasing engine fuel
flow.

T& plots of compressor-dischargepressure variation and speed
undershoot in figure 12(b) indicate the canpressor surge characteris-
tics for these control systems. The curves indicate that the temper-
ature - fuel-flow compensation control system gives the greatest margin
from the compressor surge region, but at the expense of ccmsiderable
speed undershoot. The compressor surge tendencies with the speed-area
ccmrpensati.onare still present although considerably reduced frcm those
of the basic system.

CCWXGUDING REMARKS

—.

TurboJet-engine rotor speed snd turbine-dischargetemperature trm-
sients following commends to increase thrust or a simulated sf%erburner
ignition were regulated by proper manipulatim of a variable-area eNm& -
nozzle and engine fuel flow. Closed double-loq controllers using
proportional-plus-integralaction and ncminteraction gain terms corrected .
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the speed- and temperature-error signals to manipulate the servos. The
●

success of the ccmtrol configurations depended upon the fast action of
the fuel valve snd the variable-area exhaust nozzle, in psrticm, a
rapidly opening exhaust nozzle.

Generally, when the over-all transient performance characteristics
of the engine were optimized by adjusting the controller settings, it
was necessary to compromise the optimum transients that were individually
obtained for the controlled parameters.co In sane cases, the degree of
cmproznise was lessened by usimg a method of noninteraction to minimize

%
* the engine interaction t~t existed between the control loops.

A control system giving excellent engine transient performmce char-
acteristics for both thrust ticrease snd afterburner i~it ion disturbances
is the speed-area, temperature - fuel-flow cmtrol configuration with no
ccmpensation. With this control, the unfavorable effect of an opening
nozzle area on temperature response was hardly discernible, and, cmse-
quently, for the chosen operating ccmditions the speed aad temperature

. responses were mahly a function of their respective controller sett@s.
Simplicity of the control cm.figuration and ncmcritical adjustment of

3 the speed-area gain setting are definite desig advarkages that may be
8
- realized with this control system.
y
~ An alternate control system, which gives acceptable.although more

oscillatory transient responses, was the speed - fuel-flow, temperature-
area control configura.tion with speed-area ccmpensatiaQ. Controller
adjustments in both control 10QPS and the noninteraction gati setting
were critical for optimum transient performsnce.

Lewis Flight Pcopul.sion Laboratory
National Advisory Canmittee for Aeronautics

Cleveland, Chio, October 4, 1957
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APPENDIX A
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AN~
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EC

‘f

‘c

‘cn
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SYMBOLS

exhaust-nozzle area, sq in.

frequency, cps

proportional gain setting

speed-loop controller gati setting

noninteraction crossover gain term from speed- to temperature-
control loops

temperature-loop controller @@ setting

ncminteraction crossover gain term from temperature- to s~ed-
control loops

engige speed, rpm

error %etween indicated and referen~e spee~, rpm

indicated rotor speed, rpm

set or reference speed, rpm

step chmge h set or reference speed, rpm

La.placeoperator

engine turbtie-disctige teqerature} % or OF, as indicated

error between indicated and reference temperatures, %’

indicated turbine-discharge tempera?mre, %

set or reference temperature, %

step change h set or reference temperature, %

engtie fuel flow, lb/hr

controller integrator setting, sec

speed-loop controller integrator setting, sec

taperature-loop controller integrator setting, sec

—

-=

.

—

.—

.

.
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. APPENDIX B

SYSTEM RESPCNSE EQUATIONS AND STABILITY STUDIES FOR

. DOUBIE-LOOP CONTROLS ON A TURBOJET ENCXCNE

The block diagran of a double-loop interaction cmtrol system with
noninteraction gain terms is shown in figure 13. The system to be con-
trolled is represented by the transfer functions En, E12, E21, and

’22 blocked together in

represented by Cl and

~. The controllers are

G2; the actuating servos

feedback portions by the

inputs to the system are

matrix form with the controlled engine outputs

C2 in response to the engine inputs Ml and

represented by the transfer functions ‘1 ‘d
by the transfer functions S1 ud S2; and the

transfer functions El and ~. The reference

represented by R1 and R2; a load disturbance
in one of the loops is represented by ~, which h–the case of a turbo-
jet engine may be the action of an afterburner on the effective exhaust-

. nozzle area. The noninteraction tezms between the two control loops are
represented by the gains K21 and K12.

The response equations for this control system in the block diagram
are also tabulated in figu~ 13. The equations ~e based on the trans-
fer function concept and, therefore, contain frequency-dependent smd
frequency-independenttams. Transfer-function and steady-state gain
values describing the engine, sensors, and servos were determined frcm
frequency and step response data. Gain and dynsmic characteristics of
the system components are smmarized in table I; frequency response data
for these components are presented in references 1 and 2.

The system characteristic eqmtion is designated by A in the table
of response equatiuns (fig. 13) and msy be eqwted to zero to deftie ab-
solute instability of the control system.

For the speed-area, temperature - fuel-flow control system with no
compensation, the system characteristics equation reduces to

~+L~+Li~-X’yl=-l (Bl)

where

. L’
1
= GISIEU~

L; = G2’52E22=2
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M
—

and

J.

S1 ~ fuel-valve servo

’11 S engine temperature

~ = temperature sensor

S2 Z nozzle-srea servo

ALL(Z

response to fuel flow

’22 ~ engine speed response to nozzle area

H2 ~ speed sensor

’21 ~ engine temperature response to nozzle area.

%2 = engine speed response to fuel flow

Examinaticm of equation (Bl) shows that four terms contribute to the
instability of the system. The Li term represents the components in

the temperature - fuel-flow loop; + re~resents the ccqonents in the ‘

speed-area control loopj and the X ‘Y’ path includes the engine inter-
action tems between the two loops and all the components in the system
outside the engine.

An experkntal study was made on this control configurateion to de-
termtie the systan instability characteristics as a function of control-
ler settings. The system oscillatim frequencies for various combina-
tions of controller gain settings were determined expertientally and were
correlated with frequency response data to solve for the Li, I& snd

X ‘Y1 terms in the system characteristic equation.

Figure 14 is a vector representation of the basic speed-area, tem-
perature - fuel-flow control systm characteristicequation at instabil-
ity for two conibinations of controller gatis. In the top part of fig-
ure 14 the system was operated at a high temperature :ontroller gain ~
and a low speed controller gain ~ end shuws the ~ tem 5n egpation
(Bl) or the temperature - fuel-flow control loop to have the greatest
contributlm to the -1 testability vector; the magnitude of the XIY1
term was insignificant. The bottom part of figure 14 shows the effect
of lowering ~ and increasing ~; the temperature - fuel-flow control

loqp st111 remains the predcdnat ing control loop driving the system

.

-—

.

.-

.

= ..—
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toward instabilityy. Compsrtig the vectors in both parts indicates that
4 the setting of the %npemture - fuel-flm controller gain is critical;

vsriatim of the speed-area controller gati has little effect in causing
system installility . The magnitude snd phase of the vectors are within
experhental accuracy.

A similar experimental instability study was made with the speed -
fuel-flow, temperature-area control configurateion with speed-area ca-
pensatim. Verification of the ~erimentsl testability points with
this control configuration was not as precise as tith the previous con-

;
trol system because the instability oscillation frequencies were high,
and the open-lore frequency data were not as well deftied in these re-
gions. The vector diagrams for this ccastrolsystem (fig. 14(b)), how-
ever, show the critical control paths.

Solving the system characteristic equation for the speed - fuel-
flow, temperature-area cmtrol conf@uration with speed-area ccmspensa-
tion gives

.
L: + L; + Li%~ - X“Y’*+ Z“ = -1

. where

L; =
‘2s$22%

Xp

= ‘2G2S2E21

Z“ = Gl~2s#21%

and

S1 = fuel-valve servo

EU = engine speed response to fuel flow

‘1 S speed sensor

‘2 = nozzle-area servo

’22 ~ engine temperature response to nozzle area

(B2)
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~-~ temperate sensor

.

’21 ❑

’12 =

%2 “

Equation (B2)

.

engine speed response to nozzle area

engine temperature response to fuel flow

noninteraction gain term

shows that five terms contribute to the tistabilit~
of the‘system.- T!& L~ term represents the components in the speed ~

fuel-flow control loop; L; represents the components in the temperature -

exhaust-nozzle-areacontrol loop; X’T** represents the components in the
speed-area and temperature - fuel-flow control loops; and Z“ represents
the compments in the noninteracticm gain, speed-area control loop.

Figure 14(b) is a vector representation of the characteristic equa-
tion for this control system at instability for two couibinatiausof con-
troller gain settings. The two ~ gain Settings were chosen frm the
high and low values in the overshoot and settle-out the curves in fig- -
ures 8(c) and (d). The critical path for both conditions is through the
nontiteraction crosscwer, engine speed-area temn, speed sensor, and the -
speed - fuel-flow loop controller. Gati settings of the noninteraction
crossover are critical for stabiliztig the basic speed - fuel-flow,
temperature-areacmtrol system.
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TABLE 1. - ENGINE, SENSOR, AND CONTROLLER DYNAMICS

System Component Gain and Dynamic Characteristics
(a)

Engine

N/wf~ mm/(~b/ti) ( )
0.403 ~ =-0.083s

1 + 0.83s

Ii/A,rpm/sq in.
(

1
18”7 1 +0.83s )

e-o.oas

T/wf> OF/(@@
(

* ~ 1 + 1.3 x 0.83s ~-().079s
.

1+ 0.83s )

T/A, ‘F/sq in.
(

-2 13 1 + 0.4 X 0.83s ~-O.020s.
1 + 0.83s )

Fuel distribution Amplitude ratio Phase shift, deg
FYequency, cps

2.45 0.518 -4104
2.20 0.533 -43.4
6.16 0.53 -28
6.34 0.53 -24

Sensors
Temperature (thermo-
couples and amplifier), 00023(1 :0.3s)
vol%/°F

Speed, volt/rpm 1.83x10-3

Servos 309 (lb/hr}/volt; amplitude ratio,
Fuel valve flat to approx. 10 cps; dead

time of valve position to input
signal, 0.005 sec

Nozzle area 5.08 sq in./volt; for dynsmic
characteristics see response
data in fig. 1

Controller
Proportional-plus-

()
Kl+r:

integral

‘%’hecharacteristics for describing the engine and the sensors
are for engine operation in the region definedby speed and
temperature values between points A andB on fig. 3.

bThe dynamics contributed by the fuel distribution system are
given in ref’s.1 and 2. The frequencies presented here axe
those of interest in appendix B.
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*

(f)Trandant data. Speed-1oopcontrol.krgainserting, 8.0; temperature-loop
controllergain setting,0.05.

Figure 4. - Cmtimed. Speed-area, temperature - fuel-flow control system
,

with no compensation.8peed-sml temperature-loopcontrollerintegrator
settings,0.5 second. .

—

-—
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(g) !l?raneientdati. Speed-leap controller gain setting, 8.0; temperature-loop
controllergain setting,0.125.

Figure 4. - Continued. Speed-area,temperature- fuel-flowcontrolqystsE
with no compensation.Speed-and temperature-loopcontrollerintegrator
settings,0.5 second.
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(h) Transientdata. Speed-loopcontrollergain setting,8.0; &mperature-loop
controller gain setting, 0.075.

Figure 4. - Concluded. Speed-area, temperature - fuel-flow control system
with no compensation. Speed- and teurperatum-loop controller integrator
settings, 0.5 second.
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Figure5. - Speed-area, temperature - fuel-flow control system with
speed - fuel-flow compensation. Speed- and temperature-loop con-
troller integrator settings, 0.5 second.
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(d) Transient data. speed-loop controller gain setting, 6.0; temperature-loop
controller gain setting, 0.0625.

Figure5. - Continued. Speed-area,temperature- fuel-flowcontrolsystm
with speed- fuel-flowcompensation.Speed-sad temperature-loopcontroller
integratorsettings,0.5 second.
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Rgure 5.
- cmcl*d” SP=Garea, m~t=Tda qeed - - filel-flow COII*l Eyst-mfuel-flow ccmqemation.

@*- - *erature-lq contro~erintegrator settings, O.5 second.
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.

(d) Transient data. Speed-locp controller gain setting, 4.0; temperature-loop
controlhr gain setting, 0.0675.

.

.

Figure 6. - Concluded. Speed-area, temperature - fuel-flow control system
with temperature-area compensation. Speed-loop controller integrator
setting, 0.25 second; temperature-loop controller integratm setting, 0.05
second.
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controllergain

6etting>
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(b) Speed transient (c) Temperaturetransient analysis.
anslysis.

Figure 7. - Speed - fuel-flow,temperature-areacontrol system with
no compensation. Speed-loop controllerintegratorsetting,1.0
second; temperature-loopcontrollerintegratorsetting,0.25
second.
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(a) Mirdmum integrals for each contro~r thne constant combination.

Figure 8. - Speed - fuel-flow, temperature-area control system with
speed-area compensation. Speed-1oop controller integrator setting,
0.5 second; temperature-loopcontroller integrator setting, 0.25
second. I
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43

Figure 8. - Continued. Speed - fuel-flow,temperature-area
controlsystemwith speed-areacompensation. Speed-loop
controllerintegratorsetting,0.5 Becond; temperature -

loop controllerintegratorsetting,0.25second.
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Fi~ 8. - Contmd. Speed - fuel-flow, temperatme-=x control system

With speed-am= cumpeI=tim* Speed-10qP contro~ integmtor setti%l, O.5

second; temperature=lOoP contru ti~tor setting, 0.25 second.
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(f) Transientdata. Speed-loopcontrollergain settfmg,2.0; temperature-loop
controllergain setting,0.30.

Figure 8. - Continued. Speed - fuel-flow, tempemture-area cm&ol system

with speed-area compensation. Speed-loop controller ixrbegmtor setting, 0.5
second; temperature-loop controller irkelqatm settimg, 0.25 seccmd.

.
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Figure 8. - Caueluded. speed . fuel-flcYw,temperature-~ controlqystem
tith Wed-area _naatian. @cd-loop controllerinkegratw setting, 0.5
second; temperature-loup controller integrator setting, 0.25 Second.
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tem with temperature- fiel-flm compensation. Speed- and
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second.
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(c) Trandent data. Speed-logp mmbdler gain Setting,2.C)3teqeratwe-bqp
gain Betting,0.!20.
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(b) Variation of maximum ccmpressor-
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Figure 11. - Speed-area, temperature -
fuel-flow control system with no com-
pensation. Speed- and temperature-
loop controller integrator settings,
0.5 second.
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(c) ‘l&andent data. Speed-loop controllergain setting,4.O; temperature-lcmp
controllergain setting, 0.075.

Figure U. - Continued.Speed-area,temperature- fuel-flowcontrolsystem
with no ccqensatkm. @eed- md temperature-loopcontrollerintegrator
settings,0.5 second.
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(d)Transient data. Speed-loop controllergain setting, O.75; temperature-
.!

loop controllergain setting,0.lZ5.

.

-—

Figure1-1.- Ctmcluded.Spee&area,temperature- fuel-flowcontrolsystem .

tithno cmpenaation. Sped- and temperature-loopcontrollerintegrator
settings, 0.5 second.
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(c) Transient data. Speed-loop controlkr gain setting,4.0; temperature-hop
controllergain setting,0.10; speed-loopcontrollertitegratursetting,1.0
second;temperature-loopcontrollerintegratorsetting,0.25.
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Figure 12. - Continued.Speed- fuel-flow,teqperatl.me-axeaConkrolsyBteIQa.
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{d)mansielrt da-k. E@eed-loopccmtrollergafnsetting,2.0; teqera~-1~
controllergain setting,O.25; speed-and temperature-loopcontroller inte-
gratorEettiDgs,0.5 Eecond.

RQIJre1.2.- Chntimled. 8P- ----, t=w==tm=-area c-d systems.
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(e) _ient data. Speed-1oopcontrollergainsetting,4.0;taperature-loop
controllergatisetting,0.40;~ed-loop contro- integratorsetting,0.5
second;temperature-loopcontrollerintegratxmsettm, 0.25second.
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Fi@re I-2.- Concluded. Speed - fuel-flow, temperature-area control systems.
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Figure 13. - Response equations for double-loop interacting control system.
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(a) 8peed-area, temperature - fuel-flow control configuration with no
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Figure 14. - Vector diagrsm of system characteristic equation at
instability as function of controller gain settings.
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(b) Speed- fuel-flow, tmperature-area control configuration with speed-area
ccnnpensation.

Figure 14. - Concluded. Vector diagrams of system characteristic equation at
instability as ftmction of controller gain settings.


